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Trump cools his jets 
• Trump moderates initial US protectionist trade positions. 
• However, an uneasy peace has emerged regarding the North American Free Trade Agreement. 
• Indeed, the recent US-Canada dairy and lumber trade spat highlighted that tensions remain. 

 

After pulling out of the TPP and TTIP pacts, Trump cooled his jets 
President Trump followed up on his ‘America First’ trade policy by 
scrapping US involvement in both the Trans Pacific Partnership 
negotiations and the European-focused Transatlantic Trade and 
Investment negotiations.  However, his initial comments about 
China being a currency manipulator have significantly been toned 
down and it no longer appears to be a policy issue.  While President 
Trump’s position on most trade issues have been both clarified and 
moderated, such is not the case with the North American Free 
Trade Agreement (NAFTA). 

President Trump recently talked with leaders of Mexico and Canada, 
pledging not to terminate NAFTA “at this time.”  This action 
contrasted sharply with earlier indications, both pre- and post-
election, that the White House was ready to withdraw US 
participation in the treaty, a treaty that President Trump called the 
worst trade deal ever.  Despite this pledge to retain US participation 
in NAFTA, trade relations between the US, Canada and Mexico 
remain strained.  For example, Trump recently imposed a tariff 
(countervailing duty) on US imports of Canadian lumber. This action 
is discussed further, below.  And US officials have suggested a tariff 
on imports of Mexican products to pay for a border wall between 
the US and Mexico.  

But the possibility of a complicated NAFTA renegotiation remains 
While the possibility of a major trade war between the US and its 
two neighbours has declined, the potential for major trade 
challenges remains.  The imposition of tariffs on Canadian exports 
of lumber to the US, mentioned above, was a direct result of a 
change in Canadian dairy policy that has had a major negative 
impact on US dairy producers.  The Canadian government has 
responded – ‘Problems of US dairy producers are not our problem’. 

 

 
After President Trump took office, US agricultural interests were very concerned over comments about NAFTA – with 
agricultural exports to Canada and, particularly Mexico, key factors in US agricultural exports.  Note, the agricultural 
exports to those two countries have been flat over the past several years – reflecting either a strong US dollar or a 
change in purchasing preferences.  However, both countries reflect nearly a 30% increase in US dairy imports, offset by 
import declines of other products.  It has been reported Secretary of Agriculture Sonny Perdue talked President Trump 
out of the plan to end NAFTA because of the major benefits agriculture receives from the treaty.  But the plan to 
renegotiate NAFTA, at some point in the future, has not gone away.  Canada does have a protectionist dairy industry – 
it implements policies that limit imports, controls milk production with quotas and regulates the price of milk products.  
The Canadian dairy industry is not part of NAFTA but, potentially, could be part of a renegotiated NAFTA.  Because the 
Canadian dairy industry is currently out of NAFTA, imports of dairy products can be carefully controlled. 

But recently, a new product, unfiltered milk, has appeared. That product is not part of the Canadian import control 
scheme and was permitted to enter Canada without tariffs or other import restrictions.  That has now changed. 
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Canadian dairy trade barriers have become a sore point in the US  
The change to both the US and Canadian dairy industry is the growth 
of consumer consumption of butter; once a ‘bad food’, butter has 
become okay to eat.  For example, in 2014, butter was featured on 
the cover of Time magazine.  The magazine, quoting experts, said 
fats, such as those contained in butter, may be an acceptable part of 
a healthy diet.  And the public has responded by consuming more 
butter.  The numbers show more than a 20% increase in butter 
consumption since 2010.   Commercial demand for butter, in 2016, 
was the highest since 1995.  As consumers responded, so did the US 
dairy industry, sending milk to creameries to make butter, with a 
growing supply of the residual product, unfiltered milk, looking for a 
new home.  And that new home turned out to be Canada.  As US 
unfiltered milk moved into the Canadian dairy scene, the Canadian 
dairy industry began to notice.  

The Canadian dairy regulation system is run by provincial 
organizations rather than a single national body.  However, the 
system requires Canadian government approval for decisions to be 
put into effect.  So although each province may set its own rules that 
apply to the specific province, they need to wait for their federal 
government to give a thumbs up or down on the rules. When US 
consumers began to consume more butter, so did Canadian 
consumers.  As a consequence, there was an oversupply of 
unfiltered milk in Canada, as in the US.   

Provincial Canadian dairy regulatory bodies, beginning with Ontario 
in April, 2016, decreased the price of milk protein to make it 
competitive with US imports.   

 
Canadian buyers responded, preferring Canadian product, to the clear detriment of US producers.  That is when 
problems began for US producers.   US dairy farmers, initially in Minnesota, Wisconsin and New York, which border 
Canada, began to publically complain that their market had been shut down because of the Canadian government’s 
dairy policies. US exports of unfiltered milk topped at $102 million USD in 2016 and have been virtually zero since 
February. While the problem of US producers – an oversupply of product – was partially a result of the Canadian 
government barriers, the Canadian government said the problem was really an oversupply of US milk because US 
producers had not responded to low prices and reduced production.   

And are likely to remain a political hot potato for some time 
As US dairy farmers went out of business, politicians entered the arena.  Some US politicians have blamed the Canadian 
government for its actions, others have put the blame on NAFTA because dairy is not covered.  While there were no 
overt barriers erected to prevent US milk from entering Canada – such as tariffs or quotas – the Canadian domestic 
pricing policy effectively prices US products out of the market.   

This problem could end up in World Trade Organization negotiations, which could take a lot of time to resolve and the 
potential outcome is not clear.  So, the US took steps to show its displeasure with the actions of the Canadian 
government by imposing tariffs on an important Canadian export to the US – Canadian lumber.  The US is a key lumber 
market for the Canadian timber industry; exports of lumber to the US constitute two thirds of all Canadian lumber 
exports. 

Former President Obama’s Secretary of Agriculture, Tom Vilsack , is the new President of the lead US dairy export 
association, The US Dairy Export Council. He has been very critical of the Canadian action because of its negative impact 
on the US dairy industry.  He has asked for a review of the Canadian dairy policies, calling for a system that is more 
stable and transparent.  He indicated that Canadian consumers would benefit most of all from a restructuring of the 
Canadian dairy regulation system. 

For NZ, no material change now, but NAFTA renegotiations could open up the Canadian market 
So what does all of the to-ing and fro-ing mean for New Zealand agriculture?  Because of the import restrictions 
currently in place, New Zealand dairy exports to Canada are limited.  If Canadian import restrictions were either 
moderated or relaxed, New Zealand exporters would find a significant new market for their products.  Mexico is the 
destination for about one third of all US dairy exports.  So while what happens with Canada is important to New 
Zealand dairy exporters, how the US and Mexico end up with a re-negotiation of NAFTA is even more important to New 
Zealand exporters. When those negotiations might begin is not clear.  But President Trump’s moderation on his 
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opposition to NAFTA indicates the treaty will be renegotiated, resulting in potentially significant changes to Canadian 
dairy policy, if Canadian dairy is brought into NAFTA. 

Meanwhile, US lumber tariffs on Canadian imports remain in place with no clear ‘next step’ by Canada to resolve the 
issue. 
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